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The only constant is CHANGE

Changes in the way we live, work, and interact socially.

The unprecedented health crisis provided Educators with an opportunity to rethink 
Education with more EdTech and more Pedagogy.

• Would the UN Decade of Action and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
still be considered part of the new normal? 

• Would SDG #4, "Quality Education for All," be perceived as a myth or seen as a 
reality that would be achieved by 2035?
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Rapidly adapting our operations in a contingency plan.
Adapting nature of our association, while diversifying values offered to our 
members.

Learning from our perseverance and the richness of our emerging ideas, we 
increasingly act as the place “where education comes together”.

Resilience in our Governance
In addition to our General Assembly, Bi-weekly Leadership Meetings, Quarterly 
Council meetings, … filling the gap between education supply and demand.

Platinum Member Roundtable, additional forum, more interaction with and 
through the association, using Worlddidac as a vehicle to reach more.

Our Secretariat in Switzerland and Malaysia, providing support and visibility in the 
global education arena for more partnership.

Sensing the wind of change
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Regionalization

Regional Education demand → Ambassadors’ appointment towards partnership, 
seizing early opportunities →More Interaction with members

ADB, participating in Skills Forum, Worlddidac Resource Center
Code.org (US), Edutech (FR), Google (Europe)
ADEA affiliation (Africa) 

Joining forces with UNESCO Global Education Coalition, 
Global Skills Academy
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Meeting demands

Onsite and online trade delegation as a new way to meet with 
educators and education partners. 

Virtual trade delegation to Ecuador 
Dual virtual and physical trade delegation to Washington DC, USA 
• Education reform under Biden Administration
• Bi- Multilateral Washington based agencies (WB, IaDB, MCC, 

USAID)

Further virtual and physical trade delegations already in planning, 
Provide your key regions and countries 

Best value for money to learn about education markets and their 
demand.
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School without walls

Eduspace® as a digital Worlddidac portal 

Knowledge and Skills symbiotically bundled 
Supporting career-related education pathways

Our discussions with Worlddidac members and non-members will 
provide us with the basis for ensuring that the programs offered by 

Eduspace® targets occupations that are most needed in many 
countries around the world, e.g. Basic Electrician, Car Mechanics, 
Machine Operator, Welding Technician, … 
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Acknowledgment

• Director General and Secretariat

• Vice President, Treasurer

• President Emeritus

• Council members

“Be active in order to be able to profit” – Our basic efforts are 
to generate opportunities and added value for the majority. 
Individual efforts can be accommodated for but, for this, a 
proactive behavior of members is highly welcomed. 
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Let’s be …

Worlddidac is the global organization that helps achieve 
the SGD#4. 

Our global association advocates for Edtech innovations
to make them accessible to everyone, everywhere. 

"Education for All" not just be a buzzword, but a reality to 
aim at.

Education is a Sisyphean task and a never-ending passion!
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Looking forward

Year 2022, we will be able to continue our collaboration.

All of you and your ingenuity will play an important role in 
shaping better pledging for investment in education.

Education demand is higher than ever, which makes us 
confident for our reason to be and continue to advocate 
for innovation in education.


